The PODAB Drying Cabinet
‘Fire Dryer’ Generation III

Unique Features:

Large Capacity:
		
		

Dries 6 sets of turnout gear. Providing the largest turnout 		
gear cabinet available to dry more gear in a shorter time 		
thereby consuming less energy.

Under-Pressure:
		

Unique patent-pending Under-Pressure design. The Fire Dryer
works with under-pressure, so humid air will get exhausted and dry the gear more efficiently.

3-Fan Drying System:
		
		

Unique patent-pending Airflow. The Fire Dryer has two fans to heat and circulate the air, and
one exhaust fan to create the under-pressure and take out the humid air. This creates a shorter
drying time and less energy consumption.

Ergonomic Panel Placement: The control panel is ergonomically placed at 1500mm from the floor, for easy and convenient reach.
9 Preset Programs:
		

For your convenience there are 9 preset programs. The Fire Dryer is easy to operate and with the
option of 9 preset programs that can be modified, all your needs should be covered.

Special Impregnation Program: Specially developed dry process to bond the impregnation treatment with the turnout gear. This
		
will make the turnout gear more resilient, safer, and last longer. (Demanded in some markets).
Flat Packing:
		

The Fire Dryer will be shipped demounted, in a flat package. Flat-pack shipping has less chance of
transport damage, it is less costly form of shipping.

Auto Cover for Hangers:
		

Automatic cover for hangers so that when a hanger is removed the air will not be wasted into the
cabinet, but channeled to the most efficient use.

Air Isolation:

Air isolated doors and side panels for less heat loss, and greater energy-efficiency.

Indoor Lighting:
		

The inside of the cabinet is lit to make it easier to load and unload the cabinet. Lighting also makes it
very easy to change hangers between turnout gear, boot, and glove hangers.

Non Locking Doors:
		

No door locks are needed when using under-pressure. Closed with two small magnets to prevent
accidentally being locked in the cabinet.

ALL Service from the Front:
		

For easy service all parts are accessible from the front. Once your cabinet is in place you will never
hav to move it.

Best Value:
		
		

Compare value not dollars! The Fire Dryer is superior to any other cabinet on the market and it is
competitively priced. The energy saving alone will save you money. In addition, the fact that you
can dry more gear in a shorter time is a feature you cannot put a price on!

Environmental Friendly:
		
		

PODAB is an environmentally-friendly company where all employees attend a course once 		
a year to stay environmentally conscious. All of our designs and products are made to be 		
environmentally- friendly, efficient and as ergonomic as possible. We care about your future.

FC18 Fire Dryer

Humidity Control:
Unique patent-pending Humidity Control Design. When your
		
gear is dry, the cabinet turns off. This makes the Fire Dryer 		
		Extremely energy and time efficient. This is essentia if drying
		
boots and gloves together with turnout gear for an accurate
		
drying time.

The PODAB Drying Cabinet
‘Fire Dryer’ Generation III

Standard Features from our
Generation I and II:
Auto Shut Off:	If the cabinet is open too long the program will shut off.
Removable Hangers: All 6 hangers are removable, to make room for boot
hangers, gloves or if not in use.

Powder Coated:

The Fire Dryer is coated with powder coating for durability
in a tough environment.

Dry Inside and Outside: Custom hangers make sure the hot air dries the inside and
the outside of the turnout gear at the same time, for the 		
extremely efficient drying.

Options:

Boot Hanger

Glove Hanger

Boot Hanger

For more information about PODAB, Inc. and all of their products, contact:
Sales & Marketing
941-726-0808
www.podab.us
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Self-Diagnostic 	In case of any error the cabinet will let you know if
Microprocessor:
something needs to be changed, updated or reset.

